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The interaction of nano-scale cracks with grain boundaries in a-Fe were studied using symmetric tilt
grain boundaries with [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis. For each tilt axis four types of grain boundaries were
chosen – low angle, general high angle, R3 and R11. A crack perpendicular to the boundary plane was
introduced between the two boundaries. The grain boundaries were equilibrated using molecular statics
simulation and the entire configuration was deformed at constant strain rate using isobaric-isothermal
(NPT) ensemble at 0 K. The stress strain behaviour of the configurations, variation of dislocation line den-
sity with strain and the screening effect of the grain boundaries were studied. The strain field around the
crack tip and the dislocations emitted from it interact with the grain boundaries. The configuration with
R3 grain boundaries showed higher tensile strength while that with R11 showed lower tensile strength.
This was attributed to the orientation of the dislocations in the {1 �10} boundary plane with 180� tilt angle
and the complete coherency with {�1 �12} boundary plane with 70.53� tilt angle. Further, in both the R3
grain boundary configurations, even the most favourable slip system had a low Schmid factor, thus mak-
ing slip difficult in the grain too. The configurations with 4.9� and 31.59� tilt angle about the [�110] tilt
axis showed the most effective stress screening.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Grain boundaries act as barriers for dislocation movement
resulting in dislocation pile-up thereby strengthening the material.
Grain boundaries are surface defects and can be thought of as being
created when two grains are tilted, twisted, twinned or mixed with
respect to each other. They can be classified on the basis of misori-
entation angle u as low angle (u < 15�) and high angle (u > 15�)
grain boundaries. Low angle grain boundaries are made up of
arrays of dislocations, the number of which increases with u from
0� to 15�, which in turn results in an increase in the grain boundary
energy [1]. For u > 15�, the dislocation cores start to overlap, mak-
ing the boundary dislocations lose their identity. Beyond this, the
grain boundary energy may not increase with further increase in
the misorientation angle. Apart from these general high angle
boundaries there exists special high angle grain boundaries,
referred to as coincidence site lattice (CSL) or sigma boundaries,
in which some lattice points of the two crystals coincide resulting
in a significantly lower grain boundary energy [1]. Symmetric tilt
grain boundaries have equal but opposite tilt angle of two grains
about a common tilt axis. The variation of grain boundary energy
with tilt angle depends on the tilt axis the material [2,3].

Grain boundaries influence the deformation behaviour of mate-
rials in various ways. Apart from acting as barriers to the motion of
dislocations, they could also interact with voids [4] and cracks
[5–7] during the process of fracture. The stress field around the
crack tip could result in emission of dislocations which would then
interact with grain boundaries and result in a mechanical response
different from that without cracks [5,8,9].

Experiments to study the influence of grain boundaries on
deformation and fracture at nano-scale can be costly and time con-
suming. As the specimen thickness is reduced for TEM investiga-
tion, the grain boundary structure may relax and change [10].
Thus the experimental observation of dislocation nucleation,
movement and interaction with grain boundaries are difficult.
Computational modelling has played an important role in under-
standing the interaction of grain boundaries with dislocations
and cracks. Taira et al. [11] modeled a micron sized slip band near
the crack tip whose formation was affected by the grain boundary
near them. The model was used for fatigue crack growth [11],
microcrack propagation in brittle material [12] and its interaction
with grain boundary [13] under fatigue loading [6]. Of the different
computational methods, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is
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Fig. 1. Schematic image of the grain boundary-crack tensile model. Three rotated
crystals C-1, C-2 and C-3 in which C-1 is similar to C-3 in rotation. h is half of the tilt
angle.
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an useful tool to study the mechanical response of materials at dif-
ferent temperatures [14], strain rates and loading conditions [15].
Molecular dynamics simulation along with experiments can give a
better understanding of the crack propagation at the atomic scale
[16]. Researchers have used molecular dynamics to study the
mechanical behaviour of fcc and bcc materials containing voids,
cracks and grain boundaries under tensile and fatigue loading con-
ditions. Molecular dynamics simulations of the tensile behaviour of
platinum, gold, rhodium and silver at different temperatures
showed the failure to be due to void and nano-crack formation
[17]. Grain boundary as a dislocation source in nanocrystalline
Cu under tensile loading [18] and with vacancies under cyclic load-
ing [19] were studied using MD. The fracture mechanism of bcc
metals such as V, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W [4], intergranular and intra-
granular fracture in nanocrystalline iron [20], and crack growth
under cyclic loading in a-Fe [21] have also been studied using MD.

Of the various research articles on crack or dislocation interac-
tion with grain boundaries [22,23] most are related to fcc materials
[17–19,24]. As the use of bcc materials in engineering applications
is extensive, an understanding of boundary-crack-dislocation
interaction is essential for designing new grain boundary engi-
neered alloys. The motivation of the present work was to use
molecular dynamics simulations to study the interaction of a crack
(and the dislocations emitted from it) with symmetric tilt grain
boundaries in a-Fe. Low and high angle grain boundaries, R3 and
R11 boundaries, having a tilt axis of [11 �2] and [�110] were chosen
for this study. The relative strength of all the grain boundary con-
figurations of both tilt axes was compared.

2. Simulation methodology

2.1. Grain boundary model

In symmetric tilt grain boundaries, the tilt and rotation of the
crystals are symmetric about a common tilt axis. In this study,
two sets of grain boundaries were formed, one with tilt axis
[11 �2] and the other with tilt axis [�110]. For each tilt axis, grain
boundaries having different tilt angles between 0� and 180� were
selected (each crystal was tilted by 0�–90�). The [11 �2] tilt axis
was selected because of the ease of activation of the {�110}h111i
slip system at low misorientation angles. The [�110] tilt axis was
selected as this produces a coherent twin boundary. The model
consists of three crystals and two grain boundaries with periodic
boundary conditions. The central rotated crystal (C-2) is between
the other two rotated crystals (C-1 and C-3) as shown in Fig. 1.
Prior to rotation of the crystals, the crystallography of the parent
crystal for [11 �2] tilt axis, was [�110] along x direction, [111] along
y direction and [11 �2] along z direction. Similarly, for [�110] tilt
axis, the parent crystal had [�1 �10] along x direction, [001] along
y direction and [�110] along z direction. A crack perpendicular to
the grain boundary plane of 4 Å thicknesses with crack tips at a dis-
tance of 50 Å from both the grain boundaries was created by delet-
ing atoms in the centre of the crystal C-2. As a comparison to the
above mentioned grain boundary–crack configurations, the tensile
behaviour of configurations with a perpendicular crack in a single
crystal (C-2 in Fig. 1) were also simulated.

2.1.1. Low and high angle grain boundaries
A low angle grain boundary (LAGB) can be modeled as an array

of edge dislocations. The distance d between the two dislocations
with magnitude of Burgers vector b for a tilt angle 2h (radian) is
given by the relation

b
d
¼ 2 sinðhÞ � 2h ðfor small tilt angleÞ ð1Þ
The x-dimension of the simulation box was chosen to get the
required number of dislocations in the grain boundary region (16
dislocations in [11 �2] tilt axis LAGB and 12 dislocations in [�110] tilt
axis LAGB). With increasing 2h, d decreases and the number of dis-
location per unit area increases, thus increasing the grain boundary
energy. For tilt angles >15�, individual dislocations are not distin-
guishable as their cores overlap and their grain boundary energy
does not necessarily increase.

2.1.2. Coincidence site lattice
For certain tilt angles, coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries

form where some lattice sites of one crystal coincide with that of
the other crystal. The elementary cell of any CSL is bigger than that
of the crystal and can be quantified by the parameter R which is
the ratio of the volume of elementary cell of CSL to the volume
of elementary cell of the crystal. For every tilt angle, the volume
of elementary cell of crystal and CSL varies and so doesR [18]. Ran-
ganathan gave a relation between the tilt angle 2h, tilt axis [uvw]
and R for cubic crystal [25],

tanðhÞ ¼ n � ðu2 þ v2 þw2Þ12
m

ð2Þ

S ¼ m2 þ n2 � ðu2 þ v2 þw2Þ ð3Þ

S ¼ a
X

ð4Þ

where m and n are integers; and a must be either 1 or 2 or 3; and S
is an odd factor. The directions of the rotated crystals were found
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using the above formula when the parent crystals are rotated by ±h
(total tilt angle is 2h) about the tilt axis.
2.2. Grain boundary energy minimization

The grain boundary model as described in Section 2.1 was cre-
ated by modifying Tschopp’s LAMMPS [26] script using molecular
statics technique [27]. From the various potentials available in lit-
erature for Fe [28–30], values of different properties, such as cohe-
sive energy, lattice parameter and elastic constants were
calculated and compared with those in literature [31]. Of the var-
ious potentials, the embedded atommodel (EAM) potential by Ack-
land [28] was found to give the closest values of the properties
when compared to that in literature. The values of different prop-
erties calculated using the selected potential are: cohesive energy
(eV) = �4.32; lattice parameter (Å) = 2.867; elastic constants
(GPa) C11 = 243.418, C12 = 145.06, C44 = 116.028. The grain bound-
ary energy (cgbÞwas minimized by the following procedure: crystal
C-2 was translated incrementally in both x and z directions in the
grain boundary plane with respect to both C-1 and C-3, and cgb was
calculated using the potential energy (Ep), cohesive energy (Ec) and
the area of the grain boundary (Agb) with n number of atoms using

cgb ¼
Ep � ðnEcÞ

Agb
ð5Þ

This procedure was repeated until the grain boundary energy
reached a global minimum. The minimum grain boundary energy
corresponded to the most stable configuration of atoms for that
particular tilt angle. The grain boundary plane, their corresponding
tilt angle and grain boundary energy of different grain boundaries
with [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis are tabulated in Appendix Tables A1
and A2 respectively. The average number of atoms used in the sim-
ulation was 6 � 105 with approximate simulation box dimensions
as 300 Å, 300 Å and 70 Å.
Fig. 2. Model used for studying stress screening effect by the grain boundary. The
point b is away from grain boundary (about 5–10 Å depending on configuration)
and the point a is at same distance from the crack tip. b’ and a’ are the
corresponding points in the single crystal. In single crystal, b’ is away from a’ by
the same distance as b is away from a.
2.3. Deformation and dislocation extraction

The stress strain behaviour of the interaction of a crack with dif-
ferent types of grain boundaries was studied. For this, few equili-
brated grain boundaries were selected from each tilt axis – a low
angle grain boundary, a high angle grain boundary, and two CSL
grain boundaries R3 and R11 based on classification (see Sections
2.1.1 and 2.1.2). The system was equilibrated at 0 K for 1 ps
(picosecond) using Nose-Hoover thermostat. The simulation box
was deformed by displacement control at a constant strain rate
of 1011 s�1 along x dimension. The pressure at the other two axes
(y and z direction) were made zero after every deformation step.
The isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble was used during the
deformation. The deformation was run for 20 ps till a strain of
0.2. Pressure, temperature and change in dimensions were calcu-
lated during deformation for every 100 fs (femtosecond). The
atom’s configurations during deformation were dumped to a file
which was later visualized using OVITO (Open Visualization Tool)
[29]. The stress was calculated at every timestep and plotted
against strain. The dislocations and their line density were
extracted from the crystal using the dislocation extraction algo-
rithm (DXA) in Crystal Analysis Tool (CATool) [30]. The deforma-
tion twins were visualized near the crack tip using common
neighbor analysis (CNA). Using CNA, the perfect bcc atoms were
colored blue, bcc atoms that deformed to form hcp and fcc were
colored red and green respectively, other atoms whose structure
was neither bcc, fcc nor hcp were colored white. Deformation
twins have the same crystal structure as the parent but are ori-
ented differently.
2.4. Stress screening effect

The stress field due to a crack in crystal C-2 may not be com-
pletely seen by crystal C-1 due to the presence of the grain bound-
ary (C-1, C-2 shown in Fig. 1). The grain boundaries can be said to
‘‘screen” the stress field, and this phenomenon can be referred to as
the ‘‘screening” effect of grain boundaries. In order to see the effect
of the grain boundary on the screening of the stress field due to a
crack, the stress at two locations – one near the crack in crystal C-2
and other in the crystal C-1 were determined as shown in Fig. 2.
Points a, b, a0 and b0 lie in the crack plane. b represents the position
near the grain boundary. b is 5 Å for the low angle and R3 grain
boundary configurations and 10 Å for the high angle and R11 grain
boundary configurations. They were different for different configu-
rations because of the different grain boundary structure and grain
boundary thickness for different grain boundaries. a represents a
position near the crack tip at the same distance which b was from
the grain boundary. a0 and b0 are the corresponding positions in the
single crystal configurations. The position of a0 and b0 are same as
that of a and b. From LAMMPS, value of the stress per atom was
obtained as ‘rxx � Vatom’, where rxx is the normal stress compo-
nent along x direction in GPa and Vatom is the volume of an atom
in Å3. To map the stress field, summation of stress per atom values
of few layers of atoms in a volume of ‘10 Å � 10 Å � layer thick-
ness’ was calculated. The stress used for mapping (rmapping) is
obtained by dividing the summation value by the volume of the
layer considered.

rmapping ¼
P

rxx � Vatom

Volume of the layer of atoms
ð6Þ

The stress mapping was done at every timestep. The effective-
ness of stress screening by the grain boundary can be studied by
determining the ratio of stress in C-1 at b to that in C-2 at a, i.e.
rb
ra

and comparing with the corresponding ratio for the single crys-

tal, which is rb0
ra0
. The plot of these ratios with strain gives an esti-

mate of the stress screening by the grain boundary.
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3. Results

This section presents the results of the simulation of the differ-
ent grain boundary–crack configurations as described in the earlier
section (a low angle and general high angle grain boundaries and
two CSL boundaries from each of the tilt axis). The results include
(1) the minimized grain boundary energy as a function of tilt angle
for both [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis, (2) the stress strain behaviour,
(3) maximum tensile stress as a function of tilt angle, (4) schmid
factor of different slip systems near the crack, (5) visualization of
dislocations and deformation twins, (6) variation of dislocation line
density with strain, (7) stress mapping and stress screening effect.
3.1. Grain boundary energy vs. tilt angle

Fig. 3 shows the variation of grain boundary energy as a func-
tion of tilt angle for [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis grain boundaries.
The corresponding grain boundary energy values are listed in
Tables A1 and A2 in Appendix. Here, grain boundaries are repre-
sented using the format ‘‘tilt angle grain boundary plane” for low
angle and general high angle boundaries, and ‘‘tilt angle sigma
grain boundary plane” for CSL grain boundaries. For example,
180� R3 {1 �10} represents a grain boundary with 180� as the tilt
angle, R3 as the CSL/sigma boundary and {1 �10} as the grain
boundary plane. Other boundaries are also represented according
to this nomenclature. It is seen from Fig. 3 that both 180� R3
{1 �10} and 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} have low grain boundary energies
due to their coincidence site lattices in the grain boundaries. The
energy of the low angle grain boundary comes from the array of
dislocations in grain boundary region. Increasing the tilt angle
increases the number of dislocations thus increasing the grain
boundary energy. The energy profile of [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis
grain boundaries are nearly similar (Fig. 3). The variation of grain
boundary energy as a function of tilt axis for [�110] tilt axis is sim-
ilar to that of the h110i tilt axis grain boundary of iron as shown in
Ref. [3]. The different grain boundary structures from top and per-
spective view are shown in Fig. 4. This is obtained as follows – first
the atoms in the grain boundary regions are identified using
Fig. 3. Variation of grain boundary energy as a func
common neighbor analysis (CNA), then the perfect bcc atoms are
deleted and the remaining atoms are shown in the figure.

3.2. Stress strain behaviour

Fig. 5 shows the stress (rxx) strain (exx) behaviour of two types
of configurations: grain boundary with a crack perpendicular to the
grain boundary (represented by solid lines) and single crystal with
a crack (represented by dotted lines). The single crystal with crack
configuration was the C-2 crystal without any grain boundary.

For the set of boundaries with [11 �2] tilt axis, the 180� R3 {1 �10}
and 4.92� {201819} configurations showed high tensile strength.
The 180� R3 {1 �10} configuration had similar stress strain curve
for configurations with and without grain boundaries. The 4.92�
{201819} low angle grain boundary configuration had a higher
tensile strength than the corresponding single crystal configura-
tion. High angle grain boundary 32.51� {19914} configuration
showed less tensile strength as compared to the corresponding sin-
gle crystal configuration. 62.96�R11 {714} showed the lowest ten-
sile strength compared to all grain boundary configurations.

For the set of boundaries with [�110] tilt axis, the 70.53� R3
{�1 �12} configuration showed the highest tensile strength. The ten-
sile behaviour of 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} and 4.9� {�1 �133} configurations
were similar for both with and without grain boundaries. 129.52�
R11 {�3 �32} and 31.59� {�1 �15} grain boundaries showed less tensile
strength than that of the corresponding single crystal configura-
tions. 129.52� R11 {�3 �32} showed the lowest tensile strength.

For both the tilt axes cases, R11 grain boundary configurations
had the lowest tensile strength. In most cases, the tensile strength
and the strain hardening of the single crystal configuration were
marginally higher than that of the corresponding grain boundary
configuration.

3.3. Variation of maximum tensile stress

For the [11 �2] tilt axis configurations, the lower (4.92�) and
higher tilt angle (R3) configurations have higher maximum tensile
stress. For the [�110] tilt axis configurations the mid tilt angle (R3)
tion of tilt angle for [11 �2] and [�1 1 0] tilt axis.
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Fig. 4. Grain boundary structure from top and perspective views for [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis grain boundaries.

Fig. 5. Stress strain behaviour of different grain boundaries with (a) [11 �2] tilt axis
(b) [�110] tilt axis. Solid lines represent systemwith crack perpendicular to the grain
boundary plane; dotted lines represent single crystal (C-2 type) with a crack.
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has a high maximum tensile stress (Fig. 6). Appendix Tables A1 and
A2 list the values of maximum tensile stress of different grain
boundaries with [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axes, respectively. The
4.92� {201819} low angle configuration of the [11 �2] tilt axis has
a high tensile stress due to the presence of 1

2 h1 1 1i type of disloca-
tions in the boundary which are unfavourably oriented for slip
(Schmid factor is 0.02). The high maximum stress value at the high
tilt angle (the 180� R3 {1 �10} configuration) is due to the presence
of 1

12 h1 1 1i type of dislocations along the grain boundary plane and
parallel to the loading direction, which are also unfavorably ori-
ented for slip. The presence of coherent twin boundary 70.53� R3
{�1 �12} with [�110] tilt axis also showed high maximum tensile
stress. These results show that R3 boundary configurations have
Fig. 6. Variation of Maximum tensile stress as a function of tilt angle for different
grain boundaries. Red color represents results from [11 �2] tilt axis grain boundaries;
blue color represents results from [�110] tilt axis grain boundaries. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)



Table 1
Simulation results of different selected grain boundaries with slip system with maximum Schmid factor.

Tilt axis GB type GBE (mJ/m2) Tilt angle (�) Max. tensile stress (GPa) Loading direction Slip plane Slip direction Schmid factor

[11 �2] {201819} 557.60 4.92 20.9 [5955 �2] (�11 �2) [�111] 0.479
{19914} 1405.45 32.51 16.2 [2616 �5] (�21 �3) [�111] 0.495
R 3 373.56 180 20.0 [�1 �1 �1] (211) [�111] 0.314
R 11 646.45 62.96 12.5 [�31 �1] (1 �10) [111] 0.445

[�110] {�1 �133} 643.38 4.91 15.3 [33332] (11 �2) [111] 0.484

{�1 �15} 1470.44 31.59 15.8 [�5 �52] (11 �2) [111] 0.489
R 3 291.41 70.53 20.9 [�1 �11] (11 �2) [111] 0.314
R 11 1207.83 129.52 9.7 [�1 �13] (0 �11) [�111] 0.445

Fig. 7. Schematic of initial slip systems (pink color for plane and red color for direction) in the different grain boundary configurations with [11 �2] tilt axis. The slip system is
shown with figure labels for each image. Here, h is half of the tilt angle which is the angle by which each crystal is rotated. The final rotated direction is shown in the side of
each image. The crystallographic directions of the central crystal C-2 are shown at the bottom of each image. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 8. Schematic of initial slip systems (pink color for plane and red color for direction) in the different grain boundary configurations with [�110] tilt axis. The slip system is
shown with figure labels for each image. Here, h is half of the tilt angle which is the angle by which each crystal is rotated. The final rotated direction is shown in the side of
each image. The crystallographic directions of the central crystal C-2 are shown at the bottom of each image. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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high strength. A similar variation of maximum tensile stress with
grain boundary misorientation angle (tilt angle) for [1 �10] symmet-
ric tilt grain boundaries was observed in a copper bicrystal (with-
out crack) [18]; here too the R3 boundary configuration showed a
high strength.

3.4. Initial slip systems

To identify the initial active slip system in crystal C2, the slip
system with the highest Schmid factor was determined for each
configuration (shown in Table 1). These identified initial slip sys-
tems in the C-2 crystal were drawn using VESTA [31] and are
schematically shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis,
respectively. These figures also show the tilt angle of the crystal
and the respective rotated crystallographic directions. It was
expected that slip would initially occur on the slip system with
the highest Schmid factor. The orientation of the loading direction
with respect to the crystal is different in each configuration, thus
the active slip systems and their corresponding Schmid factors
would also differ. This could result in a difference in the nucleation
of dislocations from the crack tip and their motion towards the
grain boundary for each configuration. For both tilt axes cases,
the general high angle grain boundary configuration had the high-
est Schmid factor, whereas the R3 grain boundary configurations



Table 2
Snapshots of grain boundaries with [11 �2] tilt axis emitting dislocations at different strain. The crack is perpendicular to the grain boundary plane.

GB types Strain

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

4.92� {201819}

32.51� {19914}

180� R3 {1 �10}

62.96� R11 {714}
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had the lowest Schmid factor = 0.314. In the R3 configuration, as
the occurrence of slip was difficult due to low Schmid factor, it is
likely that the grain boundaries start to deform. In the 4.92�
{201819} configuration, the dislocations in the grain boundary
region have the slip system (0 �11)[111] with a Schmid factor of
0.02. Since the Schmid factor for this slip system is less than that
of the C-2 crystal, the mobility of the dislocations was less.
3.5. Visualization of dislocations and deformation twins

Using the dislocation extraction algorithm (DXA) in crystal
analysis tool (CATool), dislocations and dislocation line length
were extracted and the dislocations were visualized using OVITO.
The snapshots at different strain are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
The corresponding videos are shown in supplementary material.
Fig. 9 shows the presence of twinned regions near the crack tip.
It has been reported in literature that twinning is an important
deformation mechanism at the crack tip at low temperature in
bcc iron for several orientations [32].
3.5.1. [11�2] tilt axis (Table 2)
The low angle grain boundary configuration 4.92� {201819}

consists of dislocations of type 1
2 h1 1 1i (green color). On applica-

tion of strain, the deformed/strained region (grey color) from the
crack tip moved towards the grain boundary. The dislocations from
the grain boundary showed little movement due to low Schmid
factor towards the deformed/strained region. Similar observation
of grain boundary movement was seen during shear deformation
in fcc materials [22,33–36]. For e > 0.06, few dislocations disap-
peared in the strained region. See video V1 in supplementary
material.

For the general high angle grain boundary configuration 32.51�
{19914}, strain field from the crack tip spread and interacted with
the grain boundary. After that the grain boundary emitted disloca-
tions. Frøseth et al. demonstrated the emission of dislocations from
grain boundary using molecular dynamics simulation [35]. In the
current work, no dislocation was emitted from the crack tip. The
strain field from the crack disturbed the grain boundary which
later emitted more dislocations. See video V2 in supplementary
material.

The 180� R3 {1 �10} configuration had dislocations of type 1
12

h1 1 1i in the grain boundary plane and parallel to the loading
direction. For e > 0.06, the crack emitted dislocations with Burgers
vector 1

2 [111] and 1
2 [1 �1 �1] towards the boundary and the strain

field of the crack tip started interacting with the grain boundary.
This resulted in the atoms moving to the dislocation core thereby
breaking the dislocation line leading to the collapse of the grain
boundary. See video V3 in supplementary material.

For the case of 62.96� R11 {714} at e = 0.08, dislocations of
types 1

6 h1 1 1i and 1
12 h1 1 1i were emitted from the crack tip which

interacted with the grain boundaries and damaged the grain
boundary region. See video V4 in supplementary material.

Deformation twins were seen at the crack tip in the 62.96� R11
{714} and 32.51� {19914} configurations under [11 �2] tilt axis
(Fig. 9). The interface between the twinned region and the parent
were of partial dislocations of types 1

6 h1 1 1i and phase trans-
formed hcp and fcc structured atoms.

3.5.2. [�110] tilt axis (Table 3)
Low angle boundary 4.9� {�1 �133} had sessile dislocations of type

h1 0 0i (pink color) in the boundary region. At e = 0.06, dislocations
of type 1

2 h1 1 1i (green color) were emitted from the crack moving
towards the low angle boundary. At e = 0.08, the highly strained
atoms (grey color) and 1

2 h1 1 1i type of dislocations from the crack
interacted with the core of the dislocations in the boundary
thereby breaking the dislocation line resulting in the collapse of
the low angle boundary. See video V5 in supplementary material.

For the general high angle boundary 31.59� {�1 �15}, at e = 0.06
many dislocations of type h1 0 0i appeared in the grain boundary
region with a simultaneous emission of 1

2 h1 1 1i type of disloca-
tions from the crack tip which interacted with the grain boundary.
At e = 0.1, several dislocation loops were formed as a result of this
interaction. Molecular dynamics simulation studies of grain
boundaries in fcc nanocrystalline material, show that grain bound-
aries act as a source of dislocations [35,36]. See video V6 in supple-
mentary material.
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70.53� R3 {�1 �12} is a coherent twin grain boundary and hence
the boundary is not visible in OVITO visualization. After a strain
of 0.04, partial dislocations of types 1

6 h1 1 1i and 1
12 h1 1 1i appeared

in the coherent twin grain boundary region and moved towards
the surface of the simulation box, which was similar to the obser-
vation in Ref. [37]. At e = 0.06, 12 h1 1 1i type of dislocations from the
crack tip moved towards the grain boundary and interacted with
partial dislocations giving sessile dislocation. Jin et al. [36] simu-
lated dislocation–coherent twin boundary interaction using molec-
ular dynamics. They observed that both glissile and sessile
dislocation can be created in the twin boundary which depends
on both the type of interacting dislocation and the twin boundary.
Partial dislocations of types 1

6 h1 1 1i and 1
12 h1 1 1i emitted from the

crack tip moved parallel to the grain boundary without disturbing
the grain boundary region, so the strength of this configuration
was high (Fig. 4). See video V7 in supplementary material.
62.96° Σ11 {7 1 4}
[112] tilt axis

32.51° {19 9 14} 
[112] tilt axis

4.9° {1 1 33} 
[110] tilt axis

70.53° Σ3 {1 1 2} 
[110] tilt axis

129.52° Σ11 {3 3 2} 
[110] tilt axis

Fig. 9. Visualization of deformation twins in various grain boundary configurations me
arrows represent a direction in the crystal and its reorientation in the twin. Bcc atoms ar
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of thi
In 129.52� R11 {�3 �32} configuration, partial dislocations of
types 1

6 h1 1 1i and 1
12 h1 1 1i were emitted from the crack tip.

These moved towards the grain boundaries and destroyed it.
From that destroyed area of the grain boundary dislocations
were emitted.

For the [�110] tilt axis configurations, deformation twins were
observed near the crack tip in 4.9� {�1 �133}, 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} and
129.52� R11 {�3 �32} configurations. In the 4.9� f�1 �133g configura-
tion, multiple deformation twins were formed with fcc region at
the interfaces. In 129.52� R11 {�3 �32} configuration, it was seen
that the twinned region grows with increasing strain. In all
cases, partial dislocations moved in the twin interface. Similar
twinned regions were seen ahead of crack tip in bcc iron
[38,39]. In the present study, twinning ahead of crack tip was
seen to result in crack blunting, similar to the observation seen
in Ref. [38].
ntioned on left column. The right image is a magnified view of the left image. The
e shown as blue, hcp atoms as red and fcc atoms as green. (For interpretation of the
s article.)



Table 3
Snapshots of grain boundaries with [�110] tilt axis emitting dislocations at different strain. The crack is perpendicular to the grain boundary plane.

GB types Strain

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1

4.9� {�1 �133}

31.59� {�1 �15}

70.53� R3 {�1 �12}

129.52� R11 {�3 �32}
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Fig. 10. Variation of dislocation line density as a function of strain for different
grain boundary configurations with (a) [11 �2] tilt axis and (b) [�110] tilt axis.
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3.6. Dislocation line density

The dislocation line density was calculated at every timestep
and is shown as a function of strain in Fig. 10. The 180� R3
{1 �10} configuration contained the highest initial dislocation den-
sity because of the already existing dislocations in the grain bound-
ary plane. With increasing strain, the grain boundary structure was
disturbed by the strain field from the crack, and later by some dis-
locations from the crack tip. This caused the dislocation line den-
sity to decrease. The 4.92� {201819} configuration also contained
dislocations in the boundary to start with. With increase in strain,
the dislocation line density initially decreased due to the sink of
some dislocations into the highly strained field near the crack
tip. Later at higher strain, dislocations were emitted from the grain
boundary. The 62.96� R11 {714} and 32.51� {19914} configura-
tions did not have any dislocations to start with. With increasing
strain the dislocation line density increased till 0.2 strain.

For the configurations with [�110] tilt axis, only the low angle
grain boundary 4.9� {�1 �133} configuration contained dislocations
to start with. In this case with increasing strain, the dislocation line
density increased further because of the nucleation of dislocations
from the crack tip. The general high angle boundary configuration
31.59� {�1 �15} contained no dislocations initially, and after a strain
of 0.045 sessile dislocations of type h1 0 0i nucleated in the grain
boundary region. Later, these sessile dislocations interacted with
themselves creating 1

2 h1 1 1i type of dislocations. Due to the inter-
action of dislocations from the crack tip the dislocation line density
decreased. The 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} coherent twin grain boundary
configuration contained no dislocations initially. With increasing
strain dislocations nucleated from the grain boundary, moved
towards the surface and disappeared resulting in the decrease of
the dislocation line density. For e > 0.06, more dislocations nucle-
ated from the grain boundary and crack tip. In 129.52� R11
{�3 �32} configuration, the dislocations nucleated from the crack
tip, moved towards the grain boundary and disappeared there,
which decreased the dislocation line density. For e > 0.08, partial
dislocations nucleated within the grain boundary and emitted
from the damaged region of the grain boundary resulting in an
increased dislocation line density.

From the above results, it is seen that for e > 0.08, the high angle
grain boundaries 32.51� f19914g and 31.59� {�1 �15} emitted 1

2

h1 1 1i type of perfect dislocations and the R11 grain boundaries
62.96� R11 {714} and 129.52� R11 {�3 �32} emitted partial disloca-
tions. Studies in literature too show that the type of dislocation
emitted from the grain boundary depends on the structural charac-
ter of the grain boundary [23].
3.7. Stress screening effect

During deformation, grain boundaries may screen the stress
field from the crack tip as mentioned in Section 2.4. Figs. 11 and
12 shows the ratios of stresses for different grain boundary config-
urations with [11 �2] and [�110] tilt axis respectively. The ratios of
the stresses near the grain boundary to that near the crack tip in
both the configurations with and without the grain boundary are
given by rb

ra
and rb0

ra0
respectively. If the ratio is equal to one, the stres-

ses in C-1 near the grain boundary and in C-2 near the crack tip are
same. Deviation from that value gives an outlook of the stress
screening property of the grain boundary. Screening happens when
both rb

ra
< 1 and rb

ra
<

rb0
ra0
. In [11 �2] tilt axis case, 32.5� {19914} and

62.96�
P

11 {714} configurations showed stress screening till
0.05 strain. At higher strain, the grain boundary region got dam-
aged due to the strain field from the crack tip. In [�110] tilt axis,
effective stress screening was observed in 4.9� {�1 �133} and 31.59�
{�1 �15} configurations. Comparing all configurations from both the
tilt axes and looking at initial strain (e < 0.05), the 31.59� {�1 �15}
and 4.9� {�1 �133} configurations had the highest stress screening
effect, followed by 62.96�

P
11{714} and then 32.5� {19914}.
4. Discussion

In this article, the interaction of a crack with four different grain
boundaries – R3, R11, a low angle boundary and a general high
angle boundary was studied. Each of these boundaries was con-
structed using two different tilt axis [11 �2] and [�110] to compare
the effect of the tilt axis on the strength of the configuration. The
grain boundaries were equilibrated to get a minimum grain bound-
ary energy configuration after which a crack was introduced at the
centre lying perpendicular to the boundaries. Similar molecular
dynamics simulations of crack interaction with single crystal iron
[32], a/c phase boundaries [40], polycrystalline iron [20] and with
stable and unstable grain boundaries [41] under mode I and cyclic
loading [21] conditions have been studied earlier. Molecular
dynamics simulation of deformation of polycrystalline molybde-
num [42] showed the formation of cracks at grain boundaries. Sim-
ilar to the present work, there were studies carried out with a
brittle crack in configurations with low angle and high angle grain



Fig. 11. Ratios of stresses as a function of strain for grain boundaries with [11 �2] tilt axis (a) 4.92� {201819}, (b) 32.51� {19914}, (c) 180�
P

3 {1 �10}, (d) 62.96�
P

11 {714}.ra

- stress near crack tip in grain boundary system; rb - stress near grain boundary in grain boundary system; ra’ - stress near crack tip in single crystal; rb’ - stress away from
crack in single crystal.
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boundaries with h1 0 0i tilt axis [38] and with different crack orien-
tation in R3 (112) coherent twin boundary in bcc iron [39]. In the
present work, only the initial part (dislocation emission from
crack/grain boundary) of the interaction between the nano-crack
and the different grain boundaries was shown, with the aim to
compare the different configurations. Thus, as compared to previ-
ous studies the present work gives a detailed analysis of initial
crack interaction with different grain boundaries.

Of the various grain boundaries found in a metal, the R3 bound-
aries are special as they have a high misorientation angle but low
grain boundary energy. Of the two R3 boundaries considered in
this study, one was 180� R3 {1 �10} about [11 �2] tilt axis and the
other was 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} about [�110] tilt axis. The former is
an incoherent CSL boundary and the later is a coherent CSL bound-
ary. 180� R3 {1 �10} contained 1

12 h1 1 1i type of dislocations in the
grain boundary region and had a grain boundary energy of
373.56 mJ/m2. The maximum tensile stress of this configuration
(grain boundary and crack) was 20 GPa. 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} being a
coherent twin grain boundary contained no dislocations in it and
had a grain boundary energy of 291.4 mJ/m2. The maximum tensile
stress of this configuration was 20.9 GPa. In both the R3 boundary
configurations, the slip system in C2 crystal had low a Schmid fac-
tor suggesting the lack of favourable slip systems in crystal C2. Fur-
ther, as the dislocations present in the 180� R3 {1 �10} grain
boundary configuration were of the 1

12 h1 1 1i type and were paral-
lel to the loading direction, their Schmid factor was zero. In the
coherent twin grain boundary 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} configuration,
during deformation the dislocations originated in the grain bound-
ary region because the Schmid factor for slip systems in crystal C2
were low. High stability and low Schmid factor of the R3 grain
boundaries made these configurations difficult to deform thus giv-
ing high maximum tensile stress values. Frøseth et al. discussed
about the stability of CSL grain boundaries during uniaxial
constant-stress deformation simulations [43]. In low grain bound-
ary energy configurations, nucleation of any defect is difficult mak-
ing them stable boundary configurations. Liu et. al. observed crack
tip interaction with coherent twin boundaries (CTB) in copper
under high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM)
and also with molecular dynamics simulation [16]. They found that
partial dislocations activated in the CTB region enhanced the
strength. This same phenomenon was also observed in the present
study in 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} coherent twin boundary.

Low angle boundaries are walls of dislocations commonly
observed in deformed materials where geometrically necessary
dislocations rearrange to form cells and sub-grains with low angle
of misorientation across them. In the present study, configurations
4.92� {201819} and 4.9� {�1 �133} contain dislocations of types 1

2

h1 1 1i (glissile) and h1 0 0i (sessile) respectively in their grain
boundary regions. The slip system of the glissile dislocations in
4.92� {201819} has a very low Schmid factor (0.02) and hence
the dislocations do not move on the application of tensile load.
Crystal C-2 contains slip system with a high Schmid factor
(0.479) resulting in dislocations moving from crack tip towards
grain boundary. The 4.9� {�1 �133} boundary had h1 0 0i sessile



Fig. 12. Ratios of stresses as a function of strain for grain boundaries with [�110] tilt axis (a) 4.9� {�1 �133}, (b) 31.59� {�1 �15}, (c) 70.53�
P

3 {�1 �12}, (d) 129.52�
P

11 {�3 �32}.
ra - stress near crack tip in grain boundary system; rb - stress near grain boundary in grain boundary system; ra’ - stress near crack tip in single crystal; rb’ - stress away
from crack in single crystal.
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dislocations which get destroyed after interaction with the disloca-
tions from the crack tip thereby making this configuration weaker
than 4.92� {201819}. In the low angle boundary configurations, the
dislocations in the grain boundary regions (Tables 2 and 3) were
either glissile with low Schmid factor or sessile dislocations mak-
ing the grain boundary region stronger and so the configurations
showed higher maximum tensile strength.

General high angle grain boundaries are configurations with
high tilt angle and high grain boundary energy. Deforming the
31.59� {�1 �15} configuration resulted in the creation of h1 0 0i type
of dislocations in the grain boundary region which increased the
tensile strength of the grain boundary. Similarly, Zhang et al. [18]
observed the nucleation of partial dislocations from 38.9� symmet-
ric tilt grain boundary under tensile loading. In 32.51� {19914}
configuration, no dislocation was emitted from the crack tip, but
the strain field from the crack destroyed the grain boundary.

R11 grain boundaries are high angle grain boundaries with
lower grain boundary energy. In configurations with R11 bound-
aries of both the tilt axes, partial dislocations were emitted from
the crack tip towards the grain boundary. The high angle and
R11 grain boundaries not only acted as dislocation sinks, but also
as dislocation sources at higher strain e > 0.08. Similar observa-
tions of dislocation sink and emission in the grain boundary region
were found using molecular dynamic simulation in nanocrystalline
Au [24].

From simulations carried out on configurations with only crack
but no boundaries, it was seen that the presence of grain bound-
aries did not increase the strength of the material. Single crystal
configurations showed marginally higher maximum tensile stress
than that with grain boundaries, for the same orientations. It was
seen that dislocations from the crack tip interacted with the grain
boundary and destroyed a part of the grain boundary region which
resulted in the reduction of strength. The yield stress from the cur-
rent molecular dynamics simulation is higher than the experimen-
tal values, possibly due to the defect free, customized grain
boundary-crack model and the specific loading direction used
[44]. The decrease in tensile stress beyond the maximum value
observed in this study was also seen in Ref. [18], which was attrib-
uted to the damage of the grain boundary region. The strength of
the [11 �2] tilt axis grain boundaries were in the order: low angle
GB � R3 > high angle GB >R11 and that of the [�110] tilt axis grain
boundaries were in the order: R3 > high angle GB � low angle
GB > R11. It was seen that both R3 grain boundaries have higher
strength due to their comparative low grain boundary energy
[43,45], low Schmid factor for slip systems in the C2 crystal and
for the dislocations in the grain boundary region. Low strength of
R11 grain boundaries were due to the damage in the grain bound-
ary due to the partial dislocations from the crack tip. Tensile load-
ing of ½1 �10� symmetric tilt grain boundaries in copper using
molecular dynamics showed dislocations being emitted from the
grain boundary [18]. The variation of maximum tensile stress as
a function of grain boundary misorientation angle [18] was similar
to that of the considered [�110] tilt axis grain boundaries with
crack.

The ability of a grain boundary to screen the stress field from a
crack to the other side of the boundary has not been studied ear-
lier. Low angle boundary configuration 4.9� {�1 �133} showed stress
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screening whereas 4.92� {201819} did not. This could possibly be
due to the presence of sessile dislocations in the former as com-
pared to glissile dislocations in the later which moved from the
grain boundary region. Further it was also seen from the visualiza-
tion that in 4.9� {�1 �133} the strain region from the crack tip moved
at an angle to the grain boundary and did not affect the grain
boundary region in the crack plane. Apart from 4.9� f�1 �133g config-
uration, 31.59� {�1 �15} configuration also showed an effective stress
screening because of the formation of partial dislocations of type
h1 0 0i in the grain boundary region.

5. Conclusion

� The configurations withR3 grain boundaries (coherent in [�110]
tilt axis and incoherent in [11 �2] tilt axis) had higher tensile
strength than other simulated grain boundary configurations.

� Out of the eight studied configurations, those with R11 bound-
aries had low tensile strength.

� Twin formation ahead of crack tip was observed for 62.96� R11
{714} and 32.51� {19914} configurations with [11 �2] tilt axis,
and 4.9� {�1 �133}, 70.53� R3 {�1 �12} and 129.52� R11 {�3 �32} con-
figurations with [�110] tilt axis.
Table A2
Grain boundary energy and the maximum tensile stress of different grain boundary confi

S. no. R {hkl} Tilt angle (degrees)

1 {�1 �133} 4.91
2 R 3 {�1 �11} 109.47
3 R 3 {�1 �12} 70.53
4 R 9 {�2 �21} 141.06
5 R 9 {�1 �14} 38.94
6 R 11 {�3 �32} 129.52
7 R 11 {�1 �13} 50.48
8 R 17 {�2 �23} 86.63
9 R 17 {�3 �34} 93.37
10 R 19 {�3 �31} 153.47
11 R 19 {�1 �16} 26.53
12 R 27 {�5 �52} 148.41
13 R27 {�1 �15} 31.59
14 R 33 {�4 �41} 159.95
15 R 33 {�5 �54} 121.01
16 R 33 {�2 �25} 58.99
17 R 33 {�1 �18} 20.05
18 R 99 {�1 �114} 11.54
19 R 99 {�1 �120} 8.09

Table A1
Grain boundary energy and the maximum tensile stress of different grain boundary confi

S. no. R {hkl} Tilt angle (degrees)

1 {201819} 4.92
2 R 3 {1 �10} 180
3 R 5 {5 �12} 101.54
4 R 7 {4 �21} 135.58
5 R 11 {714} 62.96
6 R 15 {201} 78.46
7 R 21 {312} 44.42
8 R 25{7 �51} 156.93
9 R 29{11 �72} 149.55
10 R 31{825} 52.20
11 R 33 {3 �11} 117.04
12 R 35{1158} 34.05
13 R 35 {13 �54} 122.88
14 R 49 {11 �15} 88.83
15 R53{13710} 27.53
16 {19914} 32.51
17 {11910} 9.34
18 {867} 13.31
� General high angle andR11 grain boundaries act initially as dis-
location sinks and later as dislocation sources.

� The structure of the grain boundary controls the type of the dis-
locations emitting from the grain boundary.

� At large strain, the dislocation line density was higher in {1 �10}
as compared to {�1 �12} tilt axis configurations.

� 4.9� {�1 �133} and 31.59� {�1 �15} showed effective stress screening
due to h1 0 0i type of sessile dislocations in the grain boundary
region.
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See Tables A1 and A2.
gurations with [�110] tilt axis.

GB energy (mJ/m2) Max. tensile stress (GPa)

643.38 15.3
1521.77 13.4
291.41 20.9
1481.29 8.2
1397.37 16.8
1207.83 9.7
1351.69 17.4
1273.53 17.4
1375.55 19.1
1561.88 7.1
1410.21 15.6
1489.07 7.5
1470.44 15.8
1447.09 6.7
1366.15 11.0
1130.34 18.9
1334.97 14.6
1062.76 14.8
881.38 15.2

gurations with [11 �2] tilt axis.

GB energy (mJ/m2) Max. tensile stress (GPa)

557.60 20.9
373.56 20
1376.11 14.6
1482.90 17.2
646.45 12.5
1551.49 13.5
1157.94 14.0
1448.11 19.6
1512.76 18.8
1125.66 11.4
1524.88 15.1
1104.48 15.2
1428.91 16.1
1607.62 14.5
1294.77 14.8
1405.45 16.2
789.28 17.6
937.99 18.7
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Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.commatsci.2017.
05.026.
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